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ON THE STABILITY
OF VARIABLE STEPSIZE RATIONAL APPROXIMATIONS

OF HOLOMORPHIC SEMIGROUPS

C. PALENCIA

Abstract. We consider variable stepsize time approximations of holomorphic

semigroups on general Banach spaces. For strongly A(0)-acceptable rational

functions a general stability theorem is proved, which does not impose any

constraint on the ratios between stepsizes.

1. Introduction

Let X be a complex Banach space, and let A: D(A) c X —> X be the

infinitesimal generator of a holomorphic semigroup e'A , t > 0, of linear and

bounded operators in X (see, e.g., [15]). In this paper we are concerned with

the problem of the stability of variable stepsize rational time approximations to

the initial value problem

(u'(t) = Au(t),

U U(0) = «o.

Let us recall that the evolution operators associated with parabolic problems

define holomorphic semigroups. Thus, holomorphic semigroups appear in many

important problems. As is well known, a rational method for (1) replaces the

operator etA , t = kAt, k > 1 integer, by an operator r(AtA)k , where r(z) is a

rational approximation to the exponential. Basic examples include the backward
Euler method, which is based on the rational function r(z) = (1 - z)~l , and

the Crank-Nicolson method, which is based on the rational function r(z) =

( 1 + z/2)( 1 - z/2)~x . The Lax stability of the method requires the boundedness

for each / > 0 of the powers r(AtA)k , At = t/k, k > 1 integer (see, e.g., [16]).

More generally, when variable stepsizes are used, Lax stability requires that for

each t > 0 the products r(AtkA)- ■ -r(AtiA), t = Ati + ■•■ + At^ > 0, are
bounded as the grid is refined (see, e.g., [17]). Moreover, if the semigroup elA

is bounded, i.e., \\etA\\ < C, t > 0, then the stronger property of the collective

boundedness of r(AtkA) ■ ■ ■ r(AtiA), t = At\ + ••■ + Atk > 0, independently
of t > 0 and the stepsizes At,, is also of interest; i.e., one tries to ascertain
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whether a constant C > 0 exists such that

(2) lk(Ajr^j-"r(M)||<C'

holds, for each finite sequence of positive numbers h\, ... , h^ . Our goal is to

establish the bound (2) for some of these rational methods.

Let us mention some results which are directly related to the present paper.

The reader is also referred to [3] and [13] for recent overviews on this matter.

Recall that a rational function r(z) is called ACÖj-acceptable Í0 < Ô < n/2)

when it possesses no poles in the sector

Sg = {Q}U{z£C:z¿0,   |arg(-z)|<r)}

and satisfies \r(z)\ < 1 there. If, in addition, ¡riocjj < 1 , then r(z) is called

strongly A(ö)-acceptable. When 0 - n/2, then the term A-acceptable is used.

For example, the rational function associated with the backward Euler method

is strongly A-acceptable, while the rational function associated with the Crank-

Nicolson method is A-acceptable.

We allow now the semigroup etA to be merely strongly continuous, i.e., not

necessarily holomorphic, and also suppose that it is bounded. Given an A-

acceptable rational function r(z), the question arises as to whether the exis-

tence of the bound (2) is guaranteed. The answer is affirmative for dissipative

generators in Hubert spaces (see [12 ] and [20]). In [7] it was conjectured that,

for a general Banach space X , there exists a constant C = C(A , r) such that

(3) \\r(AtA)k\\<Ckx/2       (k integer, k > 1).

This conjecture was proved by Brenner and Thomée in []]. Moreover, there is

an example (cited in [1] and fully developed in [3]j where the growth in Í3) is

attained. Thus, it turns out that (2) cannot hold in general if r is A-acceptable

and etA bounded and strongly continuous.

There are several improvements of (3) for sectorial operators A . Sectorial

means (see, e.g., [6]j that for some 6 £ (0, n) the spectrum of A is contained

in the sector So and for a suitable constant M > 1  we have the bound

(4, \\(z-Ar]\\<~        (z£C,   zi So).

The set formed by all the linear, densely defined closed operators A: D(A) c

X —> X satisfying condition (4) is denoted by S(X, M, 0). It is known (see,

e.g., [15] and [22] j that A is the generator of a bounded holomorphic semigroup

if, and only if, A belongs to a class SIX, M, 0), with 0 < 0 < n/2, M > 1 .
Let A £ S(X, M ,0), 0 < 9 < n/2. In [10] the convergence of rational

strongly A(0)-acceptablc methods for bad initial data Uq £ X is studied, in

cases where X is a Hubert space and A satisfies the more restrictive condition

(Ax , x) £ So , x £ X . Some of the ideas developed in [10] can also be applied

to the study of the stability of rational methods in Banach spaces. For general

Banach spaces, it was announced in [1] (sec also [9] and [11]) that for any

strongly A((7j-acceptable rational function r(z) there is a constant C = C(r, 0)

such that

(5) \\r(AtA)k\\<MC       (k integer, k > 1 ) ;

i.e., the rational method based on r(z) is stable for constant stepsizes. This

result has been extended recently in [3] and [ 1 3], where (5) has been established
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for A(6)-acceptable rational functions, i.e., allowing |r(oc)| = 1 . (In [13] only

A-acceptability is considered.; The results in [3] and [13] show the stability of

the Crank-Nicolson scheme when applied, with constant time-steps, to parabolic

problems in the maximum norm. In [13] variable stepsizes are also allowed, but

the ratio between them must remain bounded (quasi-uniform mesh).

In this paper we give another improvement of (3). As in [13], we consider

sectorial operators and variable stepsizes. However, we now assume strong

A(ö ̂ acceptability rather than A(0)-acceptability. As a result, stability can be

shown for arbitrary sequences of stepsizes. The main contribution of the paper

is the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let 8 £ (0, n/2), M > 1, and let r(z) be a strongly A(8)-
acceptable rational function r(z), consistent with the exponential, i.e., with

r(0) = r'(0) = 1 . Then there exists a constant C = C(r, M, 8) > 0 such

that the bound

(6) \\r(hkA)r(hk_iA)---r(hxA)\\ <C

holds, for each complex Banach space X, each sectorial operator A£S(X, M, 8),

and any finite sequence h\ , h2, ... , hk of positive numbers.

On the other hand, suppose that an A(ö)-acceptable rational function r(z)

is consistent with the exponential of order p > 1, i.e., r(z) - ez = 0(zp']),

z —t 0, and we maintain the remaining assumptions of Theorem 1. Then, as

pointed out in [8], we have the following error bound:

(7) etAu Jr(hjA)u < Chq\\Aqu\\       (u£D(Aq),   \<q<p)

where t = hi-\-vhk and h = max{/z, , ... , hk}. This bound is easily proved

by means of an argument similar to the one used in Theorem 4.4 in [9]. Here,

the case q = 0 is excluded and the stability cannot be obtained as a consequence

of (7). However, the bound (7) gives the consistency of the method based upon

the rational function and, along with Theorem 1 (see, e.g., [17], [18]), yields

also convergence (without order), i.e., we have

HmYlr(hjA)u = e'Au
7 = 1

(u£X,  t>0),

where h\ + ■ ■ ■ + hk = t and max{/¡i , ... , hk} —> 0+ .

The proof of Theorem 1 relies on a new general bound for the operator

norm of f(A). Here, A is again in S(X, M, 8), 0 < 8 < n/2, and / is any

holomorphic, not necessarily rational, function defined in a neighborhood of the

compact set {oc}U.S^ on the Riemann sphere. Recall that the bounded operator

f(A): X —> X is then defined by means of the so-called Dunford-Taylor integral

(see, e.g., [5])

(8) f(A) = f(oc) +
2ni

(f(z)-f(oc))(z-A)~xdz.

where I" is an appropriate path surrounding the spectrum of A on the Riemann

sphere. When f(z) is a rational function or the exponential, the formula (8) is
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compatible with other available definitions of f(A). The bound we are referring

to is

(9) \\f(A)\\ < 2M{3 + ln+(iVe(/)/||/||e)}||/||e ,

where Ng is a certain functional, \\f\\g denotes the supremum of |/(z)[ in Sg ,

and ln+ stands for the positive part of the logarithm, ln+ r = max{0, lnr}.

In §2 we define the functional Ng and establish (9). Section 3 is devoted to

the proof of Theorem 1 and to a brief discussion of examples of its applicability.

2. Bounds for general holomorphic functions

Here and later we will maintain the following notation. He is the set of all

holomorphic functions / which we defined in an open neighborhood Qy of

{oo} U Sg on the Riemann sphere. For / £ Hg , we will denote

||/||e = sup{|/(z)|:ze5e},

as well as

Z0(/)=sup{|/(z)-/(0)|/|z|:zeSe},

k(f)= sup{\f(z)-f(œ)\\z\:z£Se},_

Kg(f) = y/(\f(0)\ + l/(oo)| + Ze(/))(|/(0)| + |/(oo)| + Ig(f))

and

Ng(f) = |/(0)| + l/MI + yJZg(f)Ie(f).
Let f £ Hg and X > 0, and set fx(z) = f(lz), Xz £ Qy. Note that

(10) Ze(fx)=XZg(f)     and    I0(f) = X~xIe(f),

so that the quantity Ng(f) is invariant against rescaling of z. In fact, as is
easily checked, we have

(11) Ng(f) = inf{Ke(f):X>0}.

Ng is also invariant against inversion z —> z~" , which is another obvious

symmetry of Sg.

Lemma 1. Let 8 £ (0, n/2) and M > 1. The bound

(2M/n)Ne(f) ifNe(f)<\\f\\g,

(2M/n){l+\n(Ng(f)/\\f\\g)}\\f\\g     ifNg(f) > \\f\\e
holds for each Banach space X, each operator A in S(X, M, 8), and each

holomorphic function f £ Hg with f(0) = /(oo) = 0.

Proof. Observe that both sides in (12) are homogeneous in / e Hg, so that

there is no loss of generality in assuming that ||/||e = 1 . As /(oo) = 0, the

operator f(A) is given by the Dunford-Taylor integral (see (8))

(13) fiA) = T71 f fiz)iz-A)-xdz,
2ni JT

where Y is a path in the complex plane that leaves the sector Sg to its left. In

fact, since /(0) = 0, it is straightforward to verify that Y can be chosen as the

positive boundary of Sg . Set, for each positive r,

co(f,r,8) = max(\f(reie)\,\f(re-ie)\)

(12)      ||/(^)|| < {
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and take norms in (13). The result is

(14) \\f(A)\\<^ [+OCco(f,r,8)r-xdr.
n Jo

Recall now the definitions Ze(f) and Ig(f). It is clear that the inequalities

( rZg(f)

co(f, r, 8) < I  ll/lle = l

I Ie(f)/r

are valid for r > 0. Hence, for 0 < a < b < +oo, we can transform (14) into

<^{[ Ze(f)dr + ¡abr-1dr + J^ Ie(f)r'2dr\

= (M/n){aZe(f) + \n(b/a) + Ie(f)/b)}.

If Ne(f) = y/Ze(f)h(f) < 1, we take

a = b = ^Ig(f)Zg(f)-^

in (15), whereas, if Ne(f) > 1, we choose

a = Zg(f)-X<Ig(f) = b.

This proves (12).   D

Theorem 2. Let 8 £ (0, n/2) and M>\. The bound

(16) \\f(A)\\<2M{3 + \n+(Ng(f)/\\f\\g)}\\f\\g

holds for each Banach space X, each operator A in S(X, M, 8), and each

holomorphic function f £ He .

Proof. We begin by proving the slightly different bound

(17) ||/04)|| <2M{3 + ln+(/i:e(/)/||/||ö)}||/||e.

We can assume again that ||/||e = 1 . Define the new complex function g £ Hg
by means of

g(z) = f(z) - /(0)(1 - z)-1 +/(oo)z(l - z)-1,

so that g(oo) = g(0) = 0. On the other hand, given that A £ S(X, M, 8), we
have

\\(\-A)-x\\<M

and

\\A(l-A)-x\\ = \\(A-\ + l)(l-Arx\\

< ||(l-^)-'|| + l < \+M <2M,

so that

||/(,4)|| = ||^) + /(0)(1 - A)~x + f(oo)A(\ - A)-x\\

< \\g(A)\\ + |/(0)| ||(1 - ^)-'|| + |/(oo)| \\A(l - A)~x\\

<\\g(A)\\ + 3M.
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Therefore, in order to prove (17), it suffices to establish that

(18) \\g(A)\\<2M{3/2 + \n+Kg(f)}.

If z belongs to S(8), then |(1 - z)~x\ < 1 and |z(l - z)~x\ < 1, because

9t(z) < 0. Consequently,

(19) \\g\\g <\\f\\g + |/(0)| + l/MI < 3.
Now fix z ^ 0 in Sg . We have

\g(z)/z\ < \f(z) - f(0)\/\z\ + |/(0)z-' - /(O)z-'(l - z)~x\ + l/MI/l 1 - z|

< |/(z) - /(0)|/|z| + |/(0)|/|1 - z| + |/(oo)|/| 1 - z\

< |/(0)| + |/(oo)| + Ze(f),

and taking the supremum in z £ Sg in the above inequality, we conclude that

Ze(g)< |/(0)| + |/(oo)| + Ze(f).

In the same way we prove that

h(g)< l/(0)| + |/(oo)|+ Ie(f),

and combining the last two inequalities, we deduce

(20) Ng(g) = ^Zg(g)Ig(g)<Ke(f).

We now apply Lemma 1 to g . Suppose first that Ne(g) < \\g\\e . In this case,
by virtue of (19),

\\g(A)\\ < (2M/n)Ne(g) < 3M

and (18) holds. Suppose now that Ng(g) > \\g\\g . By (20) we can write

\\g(A)\\ < (2M/n){l+ln(Ne(g)/\\g\\g)}\\g\\g

<(2M/n)(l +lnKg(f) -\n\\g\\e)\\g\\e,

and since

(21) -o\ncj<e-x       (a > 0),

and by (19), we arrive at

2M
\\g(A)\\ < —3(1 + ln^9(/)) + 2M/(en)

n

<2M(l+In Ke(f)) + M,

which implies (18).

It remains to prove (16) from (17). Let us fix X > 0 and denote f(z) =

f(Xz), Xz £ ilf . The operator X~x A belongs again to S(X, M, 8), thus the
bound ( 17) gives

||/04)|| = \\f(X-xA)\\ < 2M J3 + ln+ (jyjj^) } WfWe ,

and (16) now follows easily after taking the infimum with respect to X > 0 and

recalling (11).   a

3. Rational approximations with variable time-steps

We begin this section with the proof of Theorem 1. First, two simplifications

are made.
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It is known that for each pair of constants M > 1 and 0 < 8 < n/2,

there exists a new pair M' > 1 and 0 < 8' < 8 such that S(X, M, 8) c

S(X, M', 8') (see, e.g., [6]). It is clear, by virtue of the maximum modulus

principle, that

|r(z)|<l       (z£Sg,,  z/0).

For A £ S(X, M, 8) we could argue with A as an element in S(X, M', 8') ;

thus there is no loss of generality if we assume that

(22) \r(z)\<\       (z£S6, z#0).

Second, fix A £ S(X, M, 8). It is well known (see [15]) that A generates a

holomorphic semigroup exp(tA), t > 0, and that for some constant L(8) > 0

we have

||exp(M)|| <L(0)A/       (*>0).

Denote by || • || the norm in X, and then define a new norm || • ||* in X by

means of

||x|r = sup{|| Qxp(tA)x\\ :t>0}       (x £ X).

Observe that

||x||<i|x|r<L(0)M|M|       (x£X)

and that, with respect to the new norm || • ||*, the semigroup exp(M), t > 0,

becomes a semigroup of contractions. Thus, after changing the norm in X, if

necessary, there is no loss of generality if we assume in the rest of the proof

that the exp(M), t > 0, is a semigroup of contractions on X or, equivalently

because of the Hille-Yosida theorem (see, e.g., [15]), that

(23) \\(l-hA)-x\\<l       (h>0).

After the above simplifications we begin the proof. For each integer k > 1

we define

(24) Ck = sup \\r(XkA)r(Xk_iA) ■ ■ ■ r(XxA)\\,

where Xi, ... ,Xk range through all the finite sequences of length k, formed

with positive real numbers. Since the composition appearing in (24) is com-

mutative, and since we may replace the operator A by X\A, which is also

in S(X, M ,8), we see that it is sufficient to consider monotone sequences

Xk > Xk_i > ■ ■ ■ > X2 > Xi with Xi = 1.
Suppose we have proved the following fact: There exists a sequence {ek }£f*j

of positive numbers, depending only on the rational function r(z), such that

+oo

(25) ¿2 ek < +00
k=\

and such that, for each integer k > 2 and any monotone sequence Xk> ■■■ > X\

with Xi = 1 , the bound

(26) \\r(XkA)r(Xk_iA) ■ ■ ■ r(XxA)\\ < sk + Q_,

holds. Then

Q<£* + Q_,       (k>2),
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which implies
k

Ck<Ci + Y,£m       (k> 2)

and the proof is finished, because of (25).

Now we are going to construct a sequence {fi/t}^ satisfying (25) and (26).

Since the rational function r(z) is strongly A(ö)-acceptable and satisfies (22),

it is easy to select a constant c > 0 such that

f™ i t  usie~ClZl     ifl^l<l,  zeSe>
27 r(z)\< i

{ e  c        if |z| > 1 ,   Z £ Sg.

Remember that r(z) is also consistent with the exponential, i.e.,

r(0) = r'(0) = 1,

and hence there exists L > 2 with

,,        f Llzl2       if Z£Sg,   |z| < 1,
(28 \r(z )-  1-z-1 <     rM       ..    cC "

( L        if z e Sg, |z| > l.

Finally, we take a number a £ (1/2, 1), and then choose a constant L* > L

such that

(29) Leck~°e-Cki,~a) < L*k~2a       (k>l).

We will set, for each integer k > 1 ,

(30) e*k = L*k~2a

and

(31) Ek = sup{2M{3 + \n+(N*/x)}x :0<x<e*k},

where

(32) N*:=l + y/(l + Ze(r))(\ + Ig(r))(l - |r(oo)|)-i > 1.

Let us check that (25) holds. Observe that for small enough x > 0 the expres-

sion xln+(/V*/x) is increasing and hence, for a large enough integer k, we

have

ek = 2M{3 + ln+(N*/s*k)}e*k < 2M{3 + \nN*}e*k + 2M\ \nE*k\e*k ,

and (25) follows since both series ££,, e* = YlT=i E*k~2a and ^i I toe£|e£

= 5DfcLi 2^-* lnL*ak~2a Ink are convergent because of a > 1/2.

Now we are going to establish (26).   Let Xk > ■■■ > Xi  be a monotone

sequence of length k > 2, with X\ = 1 . Denote

g(z) = r(Xkz) ■ ■ ■ r(X2z)

and
f(z) = g(z)(r(z)-(l-z)-x).

We can write

r(XkA) ■ ■ • r(X2A)r(A) = f(A) + g(A)(l - A)~x,

so that, because of assumption (23) and definition (24),

||r(A^)-.-r(A2^)r(^)||<||/(i4)|| + Cfc_i,

and what we need is to estimate ||/04)||.
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Set

fm(z) = r(Xmz)       (2<m<k)

and

/,(z) = r(z)-(l-z)-'.

For z £ Sg we have

k

z(f(z) - /(oo)) = z ¿Z fkiz) ■ ■ ■ fm+x(z)ifm(z) - r(oo))r(^)m'x

m=\

and therefore, taking (10) into account,

k

|z(/(z)-/(oo))|< £/0(/m)//"->

w=l

k

= Ig(fi) + zZh(r)Xmxpm-x,
m=2

where p = |r(oo)|. Hence, because Ig(fi) < 1 +Ig(r) and Xm > 1, we find that

(33) Ig(f)<(l + Ie(r))(l-pTx.

For z £ Sg , z ^ 0, we have also

|(/(z) - /(0))z-'| = |/(z)z-'| < |z-'(r(z) - (1 - z)-')|

< \(r(z) - l)z-'| + |((1 - z)-> - l)z-'| < Ze(r) + 1 ;

thus

Zg(f)<l+Zg(r),

which together with (32) and (33) yields

(34) Ng(f) <pk + ^J(l+ Zg(r))(\ + Ie(r))(l - //)"' < N*.

According to Theorem 2, we find

||/(^)|| < 2M{3 + ln+(/Ve(/)/||/||fl)}||/||e

and, because of the definition (31), the proof of Theorem 1 will be completed

once we establish

(35) ll/lli<«*.
Let z £ Sg. If |z| < k~a , then, by (28), we have

|/(z)| < |/,(2)| = \r(z) - (1 - z)-'| < Lk~2a < e*k,

while if |z| > k~a , then, by (27), (28), and (29), we have

\f(z)\<L\r(Xkz)..-r(X2z)\<L(e-ck-)k-x

< Leck~"e-Ckli~a) < Uk~2a = e*k ,

so that in either case |/(z)| < e*k , z £ Sg , and (35) is satisfied.   D

We end the paper with a brief discussion about further extensions of The-

orem 1. First we consider the case where A generates a holomorphic semi-

group but this semigroup is not bounded, so that for some co > 0 we have
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(A - co) £ S(X, M, 8). This case occurs for example in parabolic equations

with a source term, or in parabolic systems of PDEs. The same argument used in

the final section in [13] shows that for any consistent, strongly A(ö)-acceptable

rational function r(z), there exist two constants C = C(M, 8, r) > 0 and

/ = J(M, 8, r) > 0 such that

\\r(hkA) ■ ■ ■ r(hiA)\\ < CeJwt       (t = A, + • • ■ + hk > 0).

On the other hand, when discretization in space is considered as well, it is

necessary to analyze the stability of a family of problems

f u'^t) = A^u^t),

I  WAv(O) = Wajc,0

which depends on a parameter Ax -» 0+ (see, e.g., [14] and [18]). If A¿^ £

S(XAx, M'ajc , 8), then the stability will be guaranteed as long as the constants

M&x remain bounded when Ax —► 0+ , a condition that of course many numer-

ical procedures fulfill (see [2] and [21]).

Finally, Theorem 1 could be useful in the theory of discretizations of ODEs,

when deriving stability bounds which are independent of the stiffness of the

problem (see [4] and [19]).
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